
 

  

 
 

 
 January 2021 
  

MEETING:  

On Zoom 

Tuesday, January 12, 2021, 7:30 pm 

Social Time starts at 7:00 pm 
 

SPEAKERS: 

Dr. Kira Lussier, Postdoctoral Research 

Fellow, University of Toronto Mississauga 

Alissa van Overbeeke, P. Eng., ROV/Hydro 

Operations Manager at ASI Group Ltd. 
 

                                                      

A Panel Discussion: Women in STEM  
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) 
 

Dr. Kira Lussier is a 
researcher, writer, 
and speaker 
committed to 
advancing 
understanding of 
diversity, inclusion, 

and inequality in organizations. She uses history 
to illuminate pressing contemporary issues about 
work, technology, and gender within the global 
economy. Raised in the Niagara region, Kira now 
lives in Toronto, where she works as a post-
doctoral researcher at the University of Toronto's 
Institute for Management & Innovation. Her 
writing has appeared in Slate, The Conversation 
and Aeon, and The National Post. Kira holds a 
PhD in history of science & technology from 
University of Toronto and a BA in history and 

political science from 
McGill. 
My name is Alissa van 
Overbeeke, or just Al.  
By trade I am a 
Mechanical Engineer 
but work as a  

remotely operated vehicle (ROV) technician and 
manager at ASI Group Ltd. Throughout high 
school, my deepest passions were found in the 
design and tech shop. I was deeply influenced by 
my high school tech teachers, tradesmen for 
many years themselves. I graduated with an 
Honours BA in Engineering. I have worked as a 
field technician and ROV pilot for over 10 years. I 
currently work for ASI Marine in Stoney Creek, an 
under-water inspection company that services 
the hydroelectric, nuclear, municipal water, and 
many other industries world-wide. I am the 
Operations Manager for both our Remotely 
Operated Vehicle (ROV) and Hydro Survey 
Divisions, which specialize in remote under-water 
inspections and hydrographic surveys. I spend 
most of my working hours collaborating with 
ASI’s team of project managers. I also work 
closely with my team of technicians to mobilize 
for field work, conduct equipment maintenance, 
and complete client deliverables.  
Last year I purchased my first home, a 115-year-
old beauty in the heart of St. Catharines that I am 
working on improving one step at a time.  
 

Guests are welcome to join meetings. To register your guest, send their name and email 
address to the Virtual Platform Committee at cfuwstcvirtualmtg@gmail.com, by NOON, the 
Monday prior to the meeting. The meeting link will be sent to them on the day of the meeting. 
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President’s Message from Gail Neff 

In the delightful presentation “If Teapots Could Talk” at 
our December General Meeting, Pauline Grondin 
referred to several historical events in the 
enfranchisement of Canadian Women which I think bear 
expounding upon. 
In the early 1900s, when women were campaigning for 
the right to vote, their suffrage meetings were 
frequently disrupted by angry opponents. In those days, 
many women were forbidden to attend these meetings 
by their husbands or fathers, or simply lacked confidence 
to do so because of strong public opposition. But women 
did traditionally hold teas when children were born, and 
for other family events. Since men didn’t attend these 
gatherings, the suffragists started calling their political 
meetings Pink Teas. Only women were invited and frilly 
decorations and many pink doilies festooned the tea 
tables. If opposition did appear, the organizer simply 
changed the subject. Thus, Pink Teas became a way for 
women to meet and discuss various issues of 
importance, including suffrage. 
Nelly McClung was a suffragist in 1914 and was one of 
the founders of the Political Equality League in Winnipeg. 
When she and her group of supporters met with 
Manitoba Premier Rodman Roblin to argue their case for 
allowing women to vote, they were met with derision, 
rudeness, and lack of respect, such as, “Nice women 
don’t want the vote.” Nelly, a well-known author of a 
highly successful novel and other published works, 
decided to write a play in the form of a mock parliament 
which would use the antifeminist rhetoric to argue 
against giving men the vote! Her female cohorts imitated 
the mannerisms and language of the male legislators, 
and she took the part of the swaggering, cigar smoking 
Premier. It was called “Let Them Howl.” By all reports, 
the performance was extremely funny and so effective 
that many felt it was a major reason why the Roblin 
government was voted out of office in 1915 and 
Manitoba women were given the vote in 1916. 
Some of you may remember a re-enactment of the play 
in 2017 when our club hosted the CFUW National AGM 
at Brock University. St. Catharines member Pat Milland 
played Nelly McClung/Rodman Roblin and I was one of a 
dozen parliamentarians. I remember being so impressed 
with the cleverness of the dialogue. 

By 1924, most Canadian women had 
the vote but were still not able to be 
appointed to the Senate because they 
were not considered “qualified 
persons.” This outraged suffragists. An 
especially determined one, Emily 
Murphy, discovered a little-known 
provision in the Supreme Court of Canada Act that said 
that any five people acting as a unit could petition the 
Supreme Court for an interpretation of any part of the 
Constitution. So, she enlisted four of her activist friends 
in Manitoba, one of whom was Nelly McClung, and they 
submitted their petition. When it was declined, they 
went to a higher power and petitioned the Privy Council 
in England! Thirteen years after winning the right to 
vote, on October 18, 1929, the Canadian decision was 
overruled, and women were deemed “qualified 
persons,” able to run for and hold any public office. This 
became known as The Person’s Case, and the suffragist 
group became The Famous Five. 
Fast forward to 1955 when Laura Sabia was president of 
our club and later president of CFUW National from 1964 
to 1967. She had been advocating for women’s rights 
and, being unhappy about the slow progress, pushed for 
a Commission on the Status of Women. When that issue 
seemed to be going nowhere, in frustration, she told an 
aide to tell Prime Minister Pearson that if he didn’t move 
on the proposal, she would march two million women to 
his office! The press had a field day with the remark and 
even though Laura confided to friends that she doubted 
she could get two women to march, her reputation was 
such that the wheels were set in motion and this past 
December 7 was the 50th Anniversary of the establish-
ment of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women. 
(However, more work still needs to be done; see page 3)  
The major milestones throughout history did not happen 
overnight but were the result of persistent advocacy 
often over many years. This is what will be needed in the 
coming years as we support progress in Long Term Care 
of the Elderly, National Childcare programs, elimination 
of Violence Against Women, and the end of Human 
Trafficking, just to name a few goals. 
Happy New Year! 
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CFUW Garden Tour 
June 6, 2021 
Contact Barb Legg or Mary Jane Waszynski 
 

 

Childcare and Indigenous Support Initiatives 
from Liina Veer, Chair, Advocacy Committee 
 

Tuning in to a Zoom event on December 7 for the 50th 
Anniversary of the Royal Commission on the Status of 
Women was remarkably inspiring yet disheartening. Fifty 
years ago, a group of women created the Committee for 
the Equality of Women in Canada which demanded a 
Royal Commission to study gender equality. It was 
inspiring listening to the activist events of 50 years ago. 
It was disheartening to learn how few of the 167 
recommendations have yet to be realized. 
For example, for 50 years Canadian women have needed 
childcare. We came close in 2005, thwarted by a federal 
election and a new government. On November 16, 2020, 
CFUW Ontario Council sent a submission to the 
Consultation Document regarding Proposed Regulatory 
Amendments under the Childcare and Early Years Act 
2014. But still no national childcare program has been 
instituted.  

Furthermore, Indigenous women and women of colour 
were not part of the conversation 50 years ago. 
I am proposing that CFUW St. Catharines 
1. start a "push" on the national childcare initiative 
2. explore what we can do regarding perhaps a project, a 
scholarship or education to benefit our Indigenous 
community. 
The social action work that needs doing is daunting. 
COVID has put a sharp lens on Canadian challenges, but 
we need to start somewhere. 
Our club has a proud history of social action. As Chair of 
the Advocacy Committee, I am reaching out to members 
to continue this tradition. It is my hope that the 
Advocacy Committee will grow in membership. The skill, 
experience and passion of many will help us realize these 
goals.  
Please contact me if you can get involved. 

 
 

2020-2021 Member Directory 
An email has been sent to you containing the link to our new Member Directory. 

You can also always access the directory from the Members Only section of our website:  
Membership Login/Minutes and Directory 

You will need to enter the new password that was sent to you November 30.  
If you wish, you can print the directory from either access.  

If you do not have access to email or a computer, or if you want a printed copy and are unable do it 
yourself, please contact Anne Marie Stockwell.  

Be sure to let Anne Marie know if your listing ever needs updating. 
This directory is for personal member use only. 

 

 
 

http://www.cfuwstcatharines.org/membership-renewal-orig/membership-login/
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Charitable Fund News 
from Grace-Ann Cambray, Chair 
 

Charitable Fund Christmas Project 
Thank you to the club members who "bought" CF gift cards.  

The Charitable Fund is now $ 240.00 richer. 

 

CFUW St. Catharines Math Award  
A Math Award of $500.00 is given each year to the female student in each of the 12 area high schools who achieves 
the highest grades in two mathematics courses in her last year of high school. Two such awards are also given in 
Adult Math Education. Keiyana Walker is our featured recipient this month. 
 

I was born and raised in 
Nassau, Bahamas until the 
age of 13. I experienced 
island life growing up and 
spent a lot of time outside 
helping my dad with his 
carpentry. Ultimately, I love 
working with my hands as it 
brings me much joy. I moved 
to Canada in 2015. We first 
settled in Mississauga. 
Before long, I began to 

foster my leadership skills. Throughout grade 9 and 10, I 
participated in a student-lead initiative to advocate for 
the school and offered advice to students that were in 
middle school. I did presentations, workshops, and 
helped organize school events. In my grade 11 year, I 
joined my school’s leadership group that provided 
training in leadership as well as showing initiative in 
organizing different leadership activities. My favourite 
course was Construction Technology. I learned so many 
useful and creative skills from this course. I became 
interested in the electrical part of things. I want to be 
able to combine processing, design, communication, as 
well as computer skills to be able to create. To say that I 
have created something and that I am able to improve 
and bring to life something using electrical engineering 
processes would be a dream come true.  

I moved to St. Catharines in 2019 and began attending 
Holy Cross Secondary School. There I joined the robotics 
club and instantly loved it! This further grew my interest 
in and pushed me toward the field of electrical 
engineering, specializing in microelectronics. I also joined 
the HC for Justice Club at Holy Cross Secondary School 
and helped to organize events to spread awareness and 
brainstorm ways that we could advocate for different 
groups of people. 
I would describe myself as a person who loves to learn 
whenever there is an opportunity. I would also describe 
myself as a person of faith as I strongly believe in God’s 
timing. I am not currently in university. Due to the 
pandemic, there is a lack of funds for me to attend but I 
am currently taking some courses online. I look forward 
to starting at Cambrian College in Sudbury this coming 
January. I will be doing the Civil Engineering Technology 
program in my first year and completing electives for 
Electrical Engineering Technology. My second year of 
Cambrian College I will be switching to Electrical 
Engineering Technology all together.  
I have faced many challenges in my life, as have many, 
but I have not lost hope and I have found a way to work 
around the challenges this year has brought me. Thank 
you so much for the contribution your organization has 
made to my studies. 
Read Keiyana’s full un-edited write-up here: 
Keiyana's letter 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_xnaRv4CqQ7ppCrJ-_UaDqXgC8N9f7Ms/view
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Are You Signed Out of Zoom? You Should Be! 
from Susan Middleton, Virtual Platform Committee 
 

Did you know that Brock University and TD Bank 
Financial Group do not use Zoom? Zoom is not 
considered secure enough for their purposes. Here at 
CFUW St. Catharines, we are pretty much an open book 
as we allow anyone to attend our general meetings in 
real life or virtually. However, if you are using Zoom at 
home by either using the club’s Zoom account to host 
your book club for example or if you have your own basic 
or paid account, it is recommended that when you have 
finished hosting a meeting or joining someone else’s 
meeting, you sign-out when you are done. If you are 
using CFUW’s account, it is imperative you sign-out; this 
virtual platform is only “on loan” to you while you are 
using it. 

▪ For those who do not have a personal basic or 
paid account and do not have access to sign-in to 
the CFUW Zoom account, no action needs to be 
taken. Just use the link you are sent via email for 
the general meeting or perhaps your book club 
and join that meeting. 

▪ If you do have a personal basic or paid account 
only and do not have access to sign-in to the 
CFUW Zoom account, you may want to sign-in to 
your personal account before going to your 
email link and joining a meeting as this will give 
you access to any saved backgrounds and a 
personalized avatar. But just for joining a 
meeting, there is no need to sign-in if that is your 
preference. When you are finished participating  
 

in the meeting, go back to the main Zoom page 
or Zoom app on your tablet and sign-out. If you 
are unclear how to sign in or out, please contact 
cfuwstcvirtualmtg@gmail.com and we will send 
you detailed instructions. 

▪ CFUW’s Zoom account is only to be used when a 
member is hosting a meeting such as a CFUW 
committee, book club or gourmet club and 
needs more time than the basic plan provides 
(40 minutes only). In this case you must sign-in 
to the CFUW account to find, start and host your 
meeting. Members who use this account on a 
regular basis also know they must sign-in to the 
account to book meetings and send out invites. 
After setting up meetings and hosting, you must 
sign-out of the account. If you are unclear how 
to sign in or out, please contact 
cfuwstcvirtualmtg@gmail.com and we will send 
you detailed instructions. 

▪ While this article does not cover using your 
personal basic or paid account for private 
meetings and family and friends get togethers, 
either hosting or participating, it is always good 
practice to sign-out. 

In conclusion, stay secure by remembering to sign-out of 
CFUW’s account at the conclusion of your hosting duties 
and sign-out of your personal account after your 
participation in a meeting. 
 

 
 

 

December General Meeting Video Now on CFUW Website 
 

Members can now access the December 8 meeting video by going to our CFUW St. Catharines website.  
Click on Members Only, then hover over Membership Login until Recording of Monthly Meetings pops up. 

Click on that and sign-in.  
This video contains the Wine Tasting presentation by Margaret Davison. Her food and wine pairing notes 

are also available here. 
 

 

mailto:cfuwstcvirtualmtg@gmail.com
mailto:cfuwstcvirtualmtg@gmail.com
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Results Are In!  
Program Committee Interim Report: Survey Monkey Questionnaires 
from Karen Erin and Denise Papaiz, Program Committee 
 

Thank you to all members who have joined our ZOOM 
Virtual General Meetings and responded to Survey 
Monkey questionnaires. In addition to identifying 
informative and entertaining speakers, the pandemic 
provided the Program Committee with several additional 
challenges: establishing a virtual delivery platform and a 
corresponding committee to facilitate meetings and 
assist speakers and members to engage with the new 
presentation format. 
The nine-member Program Committee started our 
planning with a long list of over 35 topics to assess. In 
order to streamline decision-making, we used a matrix 
decision-making model, based on several criteria that 
aligned with our club’s mission and goals. We were also 
interested in knowing members’ opinions of the topics 
selected and have sought input for future programming 
through the monthly surveys. At this point, we’ve 
received feedback on three meetings and four speakers. 

So Far……So Good!!! 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Oct – Historical Architecture        Nov – COVID 19 

 
 
 
 
 
 
      Dec – Historic Storytelling and Wine Tasting 

Attendance at the meetings ranged from 75 to 87 
members. Numbers would have been much higher for 
November, had we not had connectivity problems. 
Regardless, the response rate has been steady, between 
61- 66%, an excellent response rate upon which to base 
future decisions.  
Key findings include: 

• 94-100% of respondents rated each presentation 
or entertainment as “good” to “excellent”! 

• Overall, presentation content was informative 
with 33-89% of respondents indicating “at least 
half” of the information was new to them. 

• For the October and November meetings, 54% 
and 82 %, respectively, indicated that they would 
act on the information presented and 16% and 
7%, respectively, indicated the presentations had 
motivated them to consider participation in a 
CFUW interest or study group. 

• For the December meeting, which aimed to 
entertain, 70% of respondents indicated they 
would like to have another wine tasting…many 
stated an in-person preference!! 

The ZOOM experience has presented some challenges. 
The knowledgeable and determined Virtual Platform 
Committee was up to the challenge, educating 
themselves, guest speakers, and our membership as well 
as working out the glitches; and making club meetings 
available to as many members as possible. Other than 
the November meeting, which had the connectivity 
hiccup, survey results indicate: 

• 94-98% of respondents had a “somewhat 
positive” or “very positive experience”. 

• 96-100% indicate they were “somewhat likely” 
or “very likely” to participate in the next month’s 
ZOOM meeting. 

If you haven’t joined us using ZOOM, and would like to, 
or if you have questions about the technology and would 
like some additional support to get online for meetings, 
please email cfuwstcvirtualmtg@gmail.com. Short 
articles have also appeared in our newsletters, 
answering commonly asked questions. 
Survey comments and suggestions will continue to be 
collected. Results will be presented to the club executive 
and the incoming Program Committee for their 
consideration. We plan to continue our surveys 
throughout 2021, and hope you continue to respond and 
comment. Thank you for your time and thoughts. Your 
input helps us provide the future programming that you 
would like to see. 

mailto:cfuwstcvirtualmtg@gmail.com
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CFUW Membership Research Initiative 
from Christine Marks, Membership Chair 
 

It’s 2021 and as this next year dawns, please look in your 
mailbox (the one outside your front door!) for a letter 
from our CFUW St Catharines Membership and 
Communications Committees, which will be arriving in 
the next few weeks. 
Telling us a little about yourself and sharing your insight 
and advice will help the club prepare for the future. You 
will be encouraged to expand on any of the topics listed 
that pique your interest, or to write on whatever does 
interest you. 
Here is a sample of some of the prompts you will find in 
the Research Initiative questionnaire: 

- Being a member of CFUW has encouraged me to 
be more active in the community and I have …. 

- My advice for a new graduate is …. 
- I have been most inspired by … 
- Something I never thought I would do but did 

was …. 
Every gift of a hand-written or emailed reply will be 
valued, and some may be chosen to be included in our 
100th Anniversary Time Capsule, with your permission. 
A call to participate in focus groups to sift through the 
wit and wisdom and presentations on what was learned 
from this project will follow. 
We know this is exciting, so if you just can’t wait for your 
letter, please connect with Christine Marks for more 
information. 
 
 

 

Coldest Night of the Year Fundraiser – February 20, 2021 
 

CFUW St. Catharines Team - Click to join or support the team: CFUW St. Catharines CNOY Team 
Please contact Brenda Dolha for any questions or information – brenda.dolha@icloud.com 

 

Virtual and in-person walking options will be available. 
Click to read more about the event, what’s new, the cause and more: https://cnoy.org/about 

Click for the St. Catharines CNOY home page: https://cnoy.org/location/stcatharines 
Click for the national CNOY home page: https://cnoy.org/home 

 

Hygiene Kits – CFUW helping when it’s needed most 
from Karen MacKay 
 

Last spring our club generously donated to the CFUW/ 
United Way Hygiene Kits project. While safely distanced 
last week, a few of our CFUW members packed the 
hygiene kits on behalf of our CFUW club and for The 
Anita Project, in memory of one of our members, Anita  

Robertson. As fast as the 
kits were packed, they 
were picked up and 
distributed across Niagara 
where clients are 
desperately in need of 
support. Kits were 
distributed to Community Care, YWCA, Project Share, 
Boys and Girls Club, Links for Greener Learning, and 
FACS. Thank you for your support. Our club is truly 
making a difference in Niagara. Our masked members 
are Trish Loat, Heather Antunes, Heidi Burgess and Karen 
MacKay.  

https://secure.e2rm.com/registrant/TeamFundraisingPage.aspx?teamID=932565
mailto:brenda.dolha@icloud.com
https://cnoy.org/about
https://cnoy.org/location/stcatharines
https://cnoy.org/home
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History Corner – Women Supporting Women 
from Caroline Nolan, Chair, Anniversary 100 Ad Hoc Committee 
 
 

Advocating for women has been 
a mandate of CFUW for one 
hundred years. From 
international to local action, 
substantiating reports regularly 
appear in our Archives. One such 
letter is featured here from 
Joanne Lennox, MD, president 
of CFUW St. Catharines in 1977 
and still a member today. 

November 7, 1977 
Dear Janis, 
I am writing to congratulate you on your obvious athletic 
ability. I am delighted that you enjoy playing hockey so 
much. I salute the courage and determination which you 
must have to register in the St. Catharines Hockey School 
as a boy and your honesty in reporting the fact that you 
were playing. You, like all women in our society, are 
fighting a battle against custom and tradition. 
Congratulations and good Luck! 

 
 

Members’ Corner Bookshelf –  
Books We’ve Read and Recommend 
Please email your recommendations to Martha Abra -  marthaabra@gmail.com 

Recommended by Susan Middleton-All We Leave Behind: A Reporter’s Journey into the Lives of Others by Carol Off 
Carol Off, the host of CBC’s As it Happens, and her connection to Asad Aryubwal and his family started in 2001 when 
she traveled to Afghanistan to work on a CBC Television documentary. It’s a riveting story about how Carol got the 
family to Canada when it became apparent, they were not safe in Afghanistan due to their connection with Carol. 
Each chapter covers an era in the complex history of Afghanistan with an easy-to-follow timeline in the back of the 
book. I enjoyed this book immensely and the narrative reads like a thriller. Carol writes clearly and with compassion 
about the situation the Aryubwal family was in. She describes the mind and body numbing bureaucracy refuges must 
go through, with both the Canadian and foreign governments and non-governmental organizations, to get heard and 
move the process along. This book is highly recommended to anyone interested in the situation of refugees in 
Afghanistan, Syria and around the world. 

Recommended by Marian Lips – The Shadow King by Maaza Mengiste  
I was really interested to learn about this period in history especially with Ethiopia back in the news. 
"A gripping novel set during Mussolini’s 1935 invasion of Ethiopia, The Shadow King takes us back to the first real 
conflict of World War II, casting light on the women soldiers who were left out of the historical record." 

Recommended by Jean Armitage - The Five Wishes of Mr. Murray McBride by Joe Siple 
I don't usually become emotionally involved in books but this one had me both laughing out loud and close to tears 
and, although the ending was perfect, I wanted to read more. 100 year-old Murray McBride is looking for a reason to 
live. He finds it in Jason Cashman, a 10-year-old boy with a terminal heart defect and a list of five things he wants to 
do before he dies. Two of the most unlikely friends, they share a relationship. Together, with Tiegan, a feisty but 
practical, 10-year-old neighbour, they race against the limited time each has left, ticking off wishes one by one. 
Along the way, Murray remembers what it's like to be young, and Jason fights for the opportunity to grow old. But 
when tragedy strikes, their worlds are turned upside-down, and an unexpected gift is the only thing that can make 
Jason's final wish come true. Of note, one of the wishes focuses on baseball and provides a fascinating look at this 
sport from both a 100-year-old and a current lens. 

Continued on next page… 

mailto:marthaabra@gmail.com
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Members’ Corner Bookshelf – continued 
Recommended by Martha Abra – Humble PI – When Math Goes Wrong in the Real World by Matt Parker 
Written by a 40-year-old retired Australian/English teacher who is now a recreational mathematician, stand-up 
comedian, author, YouTube personality and communicator. This book is filled with hilarious fascinating quirky facts – 
what’s wrong with England’s soccer field traffic signs, what caused Koreans working on the 38th floor to mistakenly 
think they were experiencing an earthquake, the reason another Y2K-like risk could occur in 2038, and so on. Spoiler 
alert – there are some pretty detailed nerdy sections of the book which computer geeks will love – if you’re not into 
that – just skim over those parts to find the interesting tidbits – there are many. 

 
 

 

Messages To and From CFUW St. Catharines 
 

Communications from CFUW St. Catharines continue to be sent through Mail Chimp which is associated 
with info@cfuwstcatharines.org  

This is the address you should search your folders for if you think you have missed a message. Also 
remember to add info@cfuwstcatharines.org to your address book to help messages  

make it directly to your inbox.  
For questions or comments to CFUW St. Catharines, you can send an email to this address: 

cfuwstcatharines@gmail.com 
 

 
 

Refugee Family Update   
 

We are pleased to announce that Nuha and Mohammad, the refugees we sponsored in 2015, have just 
purchased their first house amid all the chaos of the current housing market. They will move in February, 
exactly five years after they arrived here. Quite the success story! 
 

 
 

 

Interest Groups 
During the pandemic, some groups have ceased to meet temporarily.  

However, some groups are meeting in different formats such as through Zoom or outdoors. 
Please contact your convenor to confirm the group’s decision, 

which will be in accordance with public health measures.  
Some general information can be found on our website under Events Overview or by clicking below. 

Interest Groups Information 
 

 

mailto:info@cfuwstcatharines.org
mailto:info@cfuwstcatharines.org
mailto:cfuwstcatharines@gmail.com
http://www.cfuwstcatharines.org/my-calendar/events-overview/

